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SUMMARY 
Based on the loads associated with each site, and the proposed locations, HES recommends that the 

following equipment be used on the repeater sites. 
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Based on the loads associated with each site, and the proposed locations, HES recommends that the 

following equipment be used on the repeater sites.  

1,710 W 

6x Stark 285W Solar Module 

Midnite Classic 150V Charge Controller

Amp Hour Capacity of Battery Bank 460 Ahr @ 24Vdc 

4x Rolls S6-460 AGM 

Magnum RD1824 – Modified Sine Wave

 

Month

Array Production (with losses) vs Load

Solar Array Production:

Load Draw

H.E.S. PV 

Based on the loads associated with each site, and the proposed locations, HES recommends that the 

Classic 150V Charge Controller 

Modified Sine Wave 

 

Solar Array Production:

Load Draw
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System Overview 

6x Stark SM285-60P 

Solar Modules, mounted 

on roof 

MNPV3 Combiner with 

Circuit Breakers 

Magnum RD1824  

(actual model not shown) 

Midnite Classic 150 

Charge Controller 

24V, 460Ahr Battery 

Bank 

To AC 

Loads 
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LOCATION INFORMATION 
The Parks Canada floating accommodations system is scheduled for deployment in the Georgian Bay 

National Park, however it is Parks Canada’s intention to deploy this model in other National Parks if 

successful. The first deployment location, as listed on the architectural drawings is Beausoleil Island near 

Midland Ontario. For modeling purposes this location was determined to be at Lat 44.86, Long -79.87. At 

the latitude and longitude determined, the site climate data was retrieved using the NASA GIS and 

meteorological dataset. The climate data that NASA uses is averaged over a square kilometer and the 

dataset that was retrieved was for an average elevation of 258m. 

 

 

  

 

Site Location 
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DATA 
Parks Canada has requested HES PV Limited conduct an analysis of the required energy to run equipment 

using a battery based solar system on a floating accommodation that is intended to be used by campers 

during the camping season. 

  

Electrical Loads: 

HES PV was provided with the electrical load requirements for the off grid floating cabin system. Each of 

these cabins will contain a compostable toilet with a heater and fans, a propane gas fireplace, 4 LED 

recessed lighting and a small bar fridge. This system will also contain 120VAC outlets for charging of 

campers’ laptop PCs, cellphones, tablets and battery powered lighting. Campers are to be instructed on 

energy management techniques to conserve battery power and to not run any heavier equipment such as 

hair dryers, toasters, coffee machines etc. The load summary for this equipment is detailed below: 

 

Table 1: Load List 

Equipment Model # Power (W) Est. Hours 

of Use 

Daily Load Draw (Whr) 

Bar Fridge Danby 

DAR026AWDD 

24  693.1 * 

Composting Toilet- with 

Heating 

Envirolet MS-10 540 6 3240 

Composting Toilet-Fans 

Only 

Envirolet MS-10 40 18 720 

Recessed Lighting (4x 

LED Lights) 

Edge Sun3C 30 12 360 

Laptop Average 

consumer grade 

40 6 240 

Tablet PC -Ipad Average 

consumer grade 

15 6 90 

Cellphone Charging Average 

consumer grade 

10 6 60 

Camping Light Average 

consumer grade 

40 2 80 

Inverter- Search Mode Magnum 

RD1824 

5 0 0 

Inverter-No Load Magnum 

RD1824 

12 24 288 

Charge Controller-

Standby 

Midnite Classic 

150 

4 24 96 

 Total Power: 858.4 W Total 

Draw: 
5867.1 Whr 

*DOE EnergyStar Criteria. www.energystar.gov/ia/products/appliances/refrig/NAECA_calculation.xls. Note that 

“standard” values are the maximum allowed by National Appliance Energy Conservation Act. 

 

Warning:  This system was designed for the loads provided above.  Any variation in the load could reduce 

system reliability.  If the loads are changed are increased the system may need to be expanded. 



 

 

The largest load for this system will be the composting toilet, due to the heavy electrical costs of heating 

the compost material. This unit is to be fitted with a timer circuit which will only allow the heating 

element to be on for a maximum of 6 hours a day during peak use. 

toilet will be in “fan only” mode and will draw a smaller electrical lo

installation of this time circuitry is outside of the scope of work that HES PV was asked to perform.

Due to the constrained energy storage capabilities of this system it may be worthwhile for Parks Canada 

to investigate propane gas powered 

Originally, the fireplace chosen for this system was the Napoleon GT8P “Torch” propane fireplace, 

however it was found that the electrical load for the control and ignition circuitry for th

too high. It is the understanding of 

with a “millivolt” ignitor which does not need to be hardwired and will not require any electrical load. 

The daily average load draw for the refrigerator is relatively low compared to the other loads, however 

energy management techniques may be employed to further reduce the demand. Campers should be 

informed to reduce the time the refrigerator door is open. As well, the cabin operato

campers keep the temperature setting of the refrigerator kept at a set value. The interior and exterior LED 

lighting may also be put on separate circuits to ensure that there is no wasted energy when campers are 

solely inside the cabin. 

 

The remaining electrical loads are to be determined by the 

inform campers of the limited energy storage available in the cabin and will instruct the campers to only 

use loads such as cellphone charging, l

coffee makers, hair dryers, toasters, etc will not be allowed.

sensitive electronics would need to be verified compatible

readily available consumer products however the actual load will depend on the amount of occupants. 

 

Inverter Specifications 

The inverter/charger chosen for this system is the Magnum 

RD1824 Modified Sine Wave Inverter, to be mounted on an e

panel inside of the battery closet on the outside of the cabin. 

inverter/charger has a continuous power output rating of 1800W, 

which should meet the estimated power requirement of 

(table 1) with room to spare for unexpected loads. This inverter is 

a modified sine wave inverter, this means that the ac waveform 

that the inverter outputs is not as smooth as a typical waveform 

that a person might see in their home ac outlets. The user of the 

cabin must be informed that the ac output may be damaging to 

sensitive electronics, this includes power supplies for laptop PCs
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The largest load for this system will be the composting toilet, due to the heavy electrical costs of heating 

l. This unit is to be fitted with a timer circuit which will only allow the heating 

element to be on for a maximum of 6 hours a day during peak use. While the heating is not in use the 

toilet will be in “fan only” mode and will draw a smaller electrical load (~40W)

installation of this time circuitry is outside of the scope of work that HES PV was asked to perform.

Due to the constrained energy storage capabilities of this system it may be worthwhile for Parks Canada 

 composting toilets to reduce the electrical power draw.

Originally, the fireplace chosen for this system was the Napoleon GT8P “Torch” propane fireplace, 

however it was found that the electrical load for the control and ignition circuitry for th

 HES PVthat this fireplace is to be replaced with a Napoleon fireplace 

with a “millivolt” ignitor which does not need to be hardwired and will not require any electrical load. 

w for the refrigerator is relatively low compared to the other loads, however 

energy management techniques may be employed to further reduce the demand. Campers should be 

informed to reduce the time the refrigerator door is open. As well, the cabin operator may request that the 

campers keep the temperature setting of the refrigerator kept at a set value. The interior and exterior LED 

lighting may also be put on separate circuits to ensure that there is no wasted energy when campers are 

to be determined by the users of the floating cabin. Parks Canada will 

inform campers of the limited energy storage available in the cabin and will instruct the campers to only 

use loads such as cellphone charging, laptops, tablet PCs and small camping lights, heavier loads such as 

coffee makers, hair dryers, toasters, etc will not be allowed. Due to the modified sine wave inverter some 

would need to be verified compatible. HES PV has estimated these loads based on 

readily available consumer products however the actual load will depend on the amount of occupants. 

chosen for this system is the Magnum 

RD1824 Modified Sine Wave Inverter, to be mounted on an e-

panel inside of the battery closet on the outside of the cabin. This 

inverter/charger has a continuous power output rating of 1800W, 

ated power requirement of 858.4W 

(table 1) with room to spare for unexpected loads. This inverter is 

a modified sine wave inverter, this means that the ac waveform 

that the inverter outputs is not as smooth as a typical waveform 

their home ac outlets. The user of the 

cabin must be informed that the ac output may be damaging to 

sensitive electronics, this includes power supplies for laptop PCs. 

Magnum RD1824 Inverter/Charger

The largest load for this system will be the composting toilet, due to the heavy electrical costs of heating 

l. This unit is to be fitted with a timer circuit which will only allow the heating 

While the heating is not in use the 

(~40W). The design and 

installation of this time circuitry is outside of the scope of work that HES PV was asked to perform. 

Due to the constrained energy storage capabilities of this system it may be worthwhile for Parks Canada 

composting toilets to reduce the electrical power draw. 

Originally, the fireplace chosen for this system was the Napoleon GT8P “Torch” propane fireplace, 

however it was found that the electrical load for the control and ignition circuitry for this fireplace was 

HES PVthat this fireplace is to be replaced with a Napoleon fireplace 

with a “millivolt” ignitor which does not need to be hardwired and will not require any electrical load.  

w for the refrigerator is relatively low compared to the other loads, however 

energy management techniques may be employed to further reduce the demand. Campers should be 

r may request that the 

campers keep the temperature setting of the refrigerator kept at a set value. The interior and exterior LED 

lighting may also be put on separate circuits to ensure that there is no wasted energy when campers are 

users of the floating cabin. Parks Canada will 

inform campers of the limited energy storage available in the cabin and will instruct the campers to only 

aptops, tablet PCs and small camping lights, heavier loads such as 

Due to the modified sine wave inverter some 

hese loads based on 

readily available consumer products however the actual load will depend on the amount of occupants.  

Magnum RD1824 Inverter/Charger 
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Magnum Rd1824 Inverter/Charger Specifications 
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Battery Bank Specifications  

The size of the battery bank needed is dependent on the daily loads that are needed to run as well as depth 

of discharge of the batteries and their temperature derating. The battery closet in the floating 

accommodation was design to hold 1 shelf of 4-L16 size 6V-AGM batteries for a battery bank voltage of 

24V. Due to the large load draw it is highly recommended that Parks Canada investigate adding 

additional shelving for batteries in the battery closet. This additional shelf of batteries would be strung in 

parallel with the first string of batteries essentially doubling the storage capacity. If this step was taken in 

conjunction with reducing the amount of load on the system the systems functionality and days of 

autonomy could be increased.  

Given the Watt-hour draw from table 1 and the tabulated system 

information below we can calculate the size of the battery bank needed 

for 1 day of continuous operation: 

System Information: 

Daily Draw: 5867.1 Whr 

Battery Bank Voltage 24 Vdc 

Days of Cont. Operation 1 

Depth of Discharge: 80% 

Temp Capacity: 93.7% * 

 

 Method Values Result 

Amp-

hours 

needed: 

 
Total Draw

Voltage
 

5867.1 Whr

24V
 

244.5 

Ahr 

Battery 

Bank Size: 
�Ahr� ∗ �Days of Operations�

�Depth of Discharge %� ∗ �Temp Capacity�
 

�244.5 Ahr� ∗ �1�

�0.8� ∗ �0.937�
 

326.1Ahr 

*Based on average temperature for Midland Ontario during camping season of May-Oct and Rolls 

Battery capacity charts, Canadian Climate Normals 

Battery Specifications 

The battery chosen to supply this bank is the Rolls S6-460 AGM. Under a discharge rate of 20hr we 

should expect the ampacity of this battery to be 415A-hr. Thus, one string of 4 S6-460s should provide 

enough power to the system for just over 1 day’s continuous operation (~1⅓ days). For a typical offgrid 

system we would size the battery bank for at least 3-5 days continuous operation to ensure its 

functionality. 

This single day of continuous operation will allow the 

system to function under a day of complete cloud cover, 

or slightly longer given partial cloud cover and low 

enough loads. However, given sustained cloud cover 

beyond this point the system will run into a higher 

depth of discharge and potentially shut down the 

system. To expand the functionality of this system 

Discharge Rate Rolls S6-460 
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either electrical loads need to be removed or the size of the battery bank expanded. A generator can be 

used to recharge the batteries during extended periods where there is not enough sun.  If space and 

loading would allow it, HES recommends doubling the battery bank size. 

There are many factors that affect battery 

performance. One important characteristic is the 

battery depth of discharge (DoD), the more a battery 

is discharged, the shorter lifespan it can have. The 

battery bank designed for this system was designed 

for a maximum of 80% DoD over a single day’s 

autonomous operation. This value is larger than the 

manufacturers recommended maximum of 50% DoD 

and will cause the batteries to have a much shorter 

lifespan, but reduces the size of the battery bank 

required.  The inverter would be set to disconnect 

when the batteries reach the 80% discharge state. If 

the system continuous to draw power after its 

recommended day of continuous operation the 

batteries would exceed 80% DoD and may even be discharged completely, this would seriously hamper 

the lifespan of the battery or even cause it to cease functioning. 

The batteries must not be left in a low state of charge for any lengthy period.  When a battery is 

discharged the acid electrolyte is converted to water and 'sulphate' is deposited on the lead plates.  This 

sulphate will harden if the battery is not recharged often and the sulphate will become difficult to 

recombine with the water.  This process of is normal to the batteries charge/discharge cycle, but if the 

batteries are left discharge it will affect their capacity and can ruin the battery. 

At the end of the camping season the battery bank should be charged and stored in aheated facility to 

ensure the capacity is retained for the next camping season. Routine maintenance may be required during 

this time and the regular camping season. 
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Solar Array Information 

In order to provide adequate charging to the battery bank the solar array was sized to meet the daily Whr 

requirements. The sun hour estimate was based on NASA climate data based on the location and the 

average sun hour value for the camping season for solar modules at a tilt of 53 degrees and an azimuth 

(True South) of 0 degrees south. It is assumed that the solar modules will be oriented solar south 

wherever the floating accommodations are located. 

SOLAR ARRAY 

Daily load draw: 5867.1Whr 

Average Incident Sun-hours per 

day 4.18* 

Array losses 5% 

Actual Array size (Watts) 1,710 

 

 Method Values Result 

Array Size:  
�Daily load draw� ∗ �1 + Array losses�

�Incident Sun − Hours�
 

5867.1 Whr ∗ 1.05

�4.18�
 

1473.8W 

*  Average sun hours in the month of October used as worst case for solar irradiation,NASA Surface 

meteorology and Solar Energydataset 

Due to space constraints on the top of the floating accommodation roof initial estimates show that we are 

limited to 2 sets of VRM3 (vertical roof mounts) for use with 60- cell modules. The Stark SM285-60P 

solar module was chosen as the 60 Cell solar module for this design. This gives a total module count of 6 

modules and a total array capacity of 1,710W. These modules will be run in 2 strings of 3 into a MNPV3 

combiner box and then into the charge controller. 

 

 VRM3- Roof Mount for 60 Cell Solar Modules 
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Stark SM285-60P Solar Module Specifications 
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Charge Controller Specifications 

HES PV has determined that the Midnite Classic 150 charge controller is an adequate model for this 

system. This model will be mounted onto the e-panel along with the inverter inside the battery closet. The 

specifications of this model are as follows: 

 

 

Considerations 

HES PV would recommend investigating the loads further to see if it can be reduced or the battery bank 

increased.  The roof area would need to be able to handle the mounting system and the dead load of the 

solar modules.  A generator shore plug could be added to the system to make it easy to plug into a 

portable generator to charge the system during times of heavy use or lack of sun. 

 


